
Absorb 190 TCIA Economic
Code: ABSORB-190

FEATURES

WHAT IS AN ABSORB?

A shock absorber (impactor) with an enhanced quality 
cushion system due to its modular composition that 
don´t deviate nor rebound vehicles in collision. It´s 
categorized as a passable device.
Filled with water resist light frontal impacts. 
Ideal as impact cushion in streets, avenues and 
highways with a suggested use in merges, access, road 
junctions  and elsewhere where you need higher road 
safety standards. 

Ÿ Excellent protection to placed on risky points of 
medium speed roads or as a warning in case of 
different events along the road, like a hole or an open 
pluvial trench, a landslide ,etc.

Ÿ The Absorb 190 TCIA Economic has incorporated the 
Triple Container Impact Absorber TCIA, our 
exclusive cushion modular technology with an 
engineered use of water as damping element. 

Ÿ Each module is composed of an exterior container 
with a second and a third flexible container inside.

Ÿ  With security valve (Ø 3.93 inch.): Once filled with 
water (during installation) its hermetic close avoid 
evaporation liquid losses.

Ÿ Means great protection for a low cost.
Ÿ Equipped with reflective strips all around its body for 

a better visibility.
Ÿ Passable impact absorber according to regulatory 

NOM-008-SCT2-2013.
Ÿ Colors: Blue or yellow.

Leader don´t follow steps
... marks the way
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TECHNICAL DATA
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22.83 in.

* Manufactured in:

* Volume capacity:

* Impactor weight (empty):

* Impactor measure:

* Body colors:

* Reflective (optional):

Polyethylene.

50,19 us. gal..

264,90 oz.

ø 22.83 in. Height: 35.62 in.

Yellow, Blue.

Engineering Grade.

22.83 in. 

Absorb 190 TCIA Economic
Code: ABSORB-190

Measures (inches) and are nominal can vary,
between +- 2%
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